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Getting the most from this book

Getting the most from this book
Aiming for an A is designed to help you master the skills you need to achieve the highest grades.
The following features will help you get the most from this book.

Exam tip

Learning objectives
› A summary of the skills that will be covered in the
chapter.

Practical advice about how to apply
your skills to the exam.

Activity
An opportunity to test your skills with practical activities.

Common pitfall
Problem areas where
candidates often miss out
on marks.

The difference between...
Key concepts differentiated and explained.

Annotated example
Exemplar answers with commentary showing how to achieve top grades.

Worked example
Step-by-step examples to help you master the maths skills needed for top grades.

Take it further

Suggestions for further reading or activities that will stretch your thinking.

You should know
› A summary of key points to take away from the chapter.
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Writing a long essay

Learning outcomes
› To be able to deconstruct an examination question so
›
›
›
›
›
›

that you understand exactly what is being asked
To understand what makes an effective introduction and
conclusion
To understand the importance of opening sentences for
each paragraph
To know how to structure a paragraph of a long-answer
essay
To be able to maintain a consistent line of argument
throughout an essay
To understand the difference between explaining and
evaluating factors or issues
To understand how to support ideas with precise and
relevant factual material

Long essays form part of every examination paper you will take.
Mastering the skill of essay-writing is therefore crucial if you are to
achieve a high overall grade. This chapter will give you some general
guidelines and advice to follow, but remember there is no single
right way to write an essay.
There is no shortcut to learning how to write a good essay. Although
mark schemes may state that no set answer is required, there are
still some rules that you should follow. It is worth looking again at
assessment objective 1 (AO1; p. xx) as this makes clear the skills
that you will need to do well:
➜ analysis
➜ evaluation
➜ substantiated judgements
In other words, just learning facts and describing events will not
get you very far — you have to master these higher-level skills.
Although the types of question set by the different examination
boards may vary, none of them will ask you to just ‘describe’ or
‘explain’ an event.
It is also worth checking what percentage of the final mark AO1 is worth
as this will help you to realise its importance (see the information in
Chapter 8 for the particular examination board you are following).

Deconstructing the question
Unless you understand what a question is asking, you will not be
able to answer it effectively. However, many students give the
impression, in the way they approach an essay, that they have not

Common pitfall
Sometimes students have
done an essay on a similar
topic before and learnt
it for the exam. When a
slightly different question
comes up, they simply
regurgitate it without
paying attention to any
slightly different words,
phrases or emphasis.
When students adopt this
approach they are very
unlikely to score well.
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Writing a long essay

read the question carefully and thought about how to answer it.
They appear to simply see the question and rush into writing an
answer without stopping to work out what they are actually being
asked to do.
You are never asked to simply write all you know about an event,
issue or person — it is not just a memory test. Rather you are being
tested on your ability to use what you know to answer a specific
question. It is therefore important that you can see the difference
between answering the actual question set and writing all you know
about a topic.

The difference between...
Assess the reasons why Henry VIII broke from Rome.
Answering the question set

Everything I know

• The need for a male heir

• Henry had stopped sleeping with Catherine

• Catherine’s inability to produce a male heir

• Catherine’s age

• Love for Anne Boleyn

• Foreign situation

• Concerns about the validity of the dispensation
• To gain power and money

• Wolsey’s failure to get a divorce from the pope despite
promises

• Unable to obtain an annulment

• Importance of the Boleyn faction
• Condition of the church in England
• Promotion of the Duke of Richmond
• Henry’s trip to France
• The legislation passed by Parliament
• Anti-clerical feeling in Parliament
• Love letters to Anne
• Catherine’s attitude

The material in the right-hand column might be accurate but is not always relevant to the question
set. The question is not about what happened — it is about why it happened and involves more than
just Henry’s divorce from Catherine of Aragon.
It is important that you develop the skill of deconstructing longanswer questions. You will need to look for a number of elements
(perhaps devising a mnemonic based on ‘CTFL’ to remind yourself):
➜ C: the command words
➜ T: the topic of the question
➜ F: the focus of the question
➜ L: possible limitations to the question (these may not always be
present)
We will look at each of these elements in turn.

Command words
The command words tell you what to do. In your essays these are
most likely to be ‘assess’, ‘to what extent’, and ‘how far’ or ‘how
successful’. Table 3.1 explains what is required for each of these.
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Deconstructing the question

Table 3.1 Command words
Command words

What you need to do

Assess

Explain the relative importance of a list of factors in causing an event or the consequences of an
event. Do not just explain a list of reasons as that will be little more than an unstructured list.

To what extent

You are being asked to make a judgement about ‘extent’. It may be helpful to think in terms of a
sliding scale. You will need to consider all of the evidence and not just the evidence for the named
issue or factor before reaching a judgement as to where on the sliding scale the factor or answer
should be.
Not at all

Somewhat

Hardly

Completely

Mostly

How far

This is very similar to the ‘To what extent’ question and the same advice applies to both. If you are
asked about the importance of a factor or issue, it is vital to consider other factors as well. Don’t
ignore the named factor but don’t write only about the named factor.

How successful

This question requires you to establish some criteria against which you can judge success. They
might be themes such as economic and political, or they might be long and short term. You will
need to reach a judgement for each issue and then an overall judgement based on the series of
interim judgements.

Table 3.1 should have made it very clear that you need to go beyond
just explaining how something happened. You need to reach a
judgement about the importance of the factors that brought about
the event. This is the substantiated judgement that is part of AO1.

The topic
The topic tells you what area from the specification the question is
on. It may refer to an event, a person or a policy — for example the
October Revolution in Russia, Henry VIII or Nazi economic policy.
Provided you have covered and revised all of the elements in the
specification that make up your study area or key topics, then these
should come as no surprise.
In some instances the topic may be quite broad, as in Elizabeth I’s
religious policy, while in others it may be quite narrow, as in the
Dissolution of the Monasteries.
However, it is not enough just to identify the topic — you need to
look carefully at the specific focus. For example, the topic may be
Henry VIII’s religious policy, but what is the focus within this? Does
the question require you to write about his whole reign or just part
of it? Simply rushing in could result in you wasting a lot of time and
writing about material which does not answer the question, which
will not score you any marks.

Focus
Once you have identified the topic, remember it is the specific focus
that is crucial. There may be a number of words or phrases that
make up the focus. These words or phrases will tell you which part
of the topic you have to write about and, crucially, what the focus
of your argument or debate should be.

Common pitfall
Questions that ask ‘How
far’ or ‘To what extent’ are
not ‘yes’ or ‘no’ questions.
You need to consider your
level of agreement with
the statement you have
been given, and explain
why you have reached that
judgement.

Common pitfall
Although the topic provides
you with the broad focus
of the question, it is not
specific. One of the most
common mistakes that
candidates make is to
identify the topic and then
write all they know about
that, without paying careful
attention to the specific
focus of the topic.
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Writing a long essay

Annotated examples: essay questions
The example questions below are highlighted to illustrate their distinct elements. The key to the
colours used is given at the end of the box.
Question 1
How successful was Wolsey’s domestic policy?
Question 2
‘Terror was the most important reason why Stalin was able to control the Russian people.’ How far
do you agree?
The topic of the question

The focus of the question

The argument you should be writing about

Activity
Can you identify the topic, the focus and the argument you should be writing about
in these questions?
● How successful was the foreign policy of Henry VII?
● To what extent was England Protestant by the death of Henry VIII in 1547?
● How effectively did Elizabeth manage Parliament?
● ‘Propaganda was the most important factor in the rise of support for Nazism.’
How far do you agree?
● ‘The most important reason why Adenauer was able to remain in power for so
long was the economic miracle.’ How far do you agree?
● How stable was Russia in the years from 1891 to 1914?
● How important was Trotsky in securing victory for the Bolsheviks in the Russian
Civil War?

Limitations
Not all questions will have limitations, but you do need to be aware
of them just in case they do. A limitation is a phrase or word in the
question which limits what you can write about. In some instances
this is very obvious — for example, it might be the time period you
can discuss or an area of policy. If a question asks about domestic
policy or events before the outbreak of the Second World War, then
writing about foreign policy or events after 1939 will score very few,
if any, marks.
However, there are occasions when the limitations are less obvious.
There are sometimes small or unnoticed words that give context
to the question that has been set. These are words such as
‘increasingly’ or ‘less’. They suggest that there has been change over
time which has made the debate more or less important. If you want
to gain top marks then it is vital that you recognise these words and
tailor your answer accordingly.
Such words may change a simple question on the success or failure
of a policy into something more complex that requires you to focus
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Planning your answer

specifically on a particular development. For example, there is a
significant difference between these two questions:
➜ ‘Henry VII’s foreign policy was not successful.’ How far do you
agree?
➜ ‘Henry VII’s foreign policy became less successful towards the
end of his reign.’ How far do you agree?
or these:
➜ ‘Nazi economic policy failed to prepare Germany for war in 1939.’
How far do you agree?
➜ ‘Nazi economic policy completely failed to prepare Germany for
war in 1939.’ How far do you agree?

The difference between...
A question with a limitation

A question without limitation

‘Stalin’s rule of Russia was merely brutal and
destructive.’ How far do you agree?

‘Stalin’s rule of Russia was brutal and destructive.’
How far do you agree?

Although there were elements that it could be argued
were merely brutal and destructive, for example his
policy towards the kulaks or the use of terror, it could
also be argued that his rule of Russia was not merely
brutal and destructive as:

Although you may agree to a large extent that overall
it was brutal and destructive, you could discuss each
element of policy and decide ‘how far’.

• the economy was modernised
• Russia was able to win the Great Patriotic War

Even if you noted that he modernised the economy, you
would be likely to point out at what cost — and the same
might apply to victory in the Great Patriotic War or turning
Russia into a superpower.

• he turned Russia into a superpower

Planning your answer

Common pitfall

Now that you have deconstructed the question you should be clear
about what is actually required. However, it is now important to
take some time to plan your answer.
The plan is meant to provide you with the structure that your essay
will follow. It should set out a clear line of argument. It should
include the points you intend to cover in your answer and some of
the examples you intend to use to support the argument. Finally it
should state the conclusion or judgement you intend to reach.
Some of this may seem surprising, particularly knowing your
conclusion before you start to write. However, if you think about it
this is vital. It will ensure that you develop a consistent argument
and do not change your view during the essay. This is why thinking
and planning are so important: they allow you to consider a number
of possible arguments and decide which is the most convincing
before you start to write, rather than making up your mind as you
write.
Knowing what you are going to conclude will also allow you to
signpost to the examiner throughout the essay your line of argument
so that by the time the examiner reaches the conclusion it will come
as no surprise.

The pressure of time in the
examination room results in
large numbers of students
rushing straight into
writing. Planning is vital if
you are to remain focused
on the actual question set.

Common pitfall
Avoid making a plan which
simply lists dates or events
to include in the answer.
That kind of plan is likely
to lead to a chronological
and descriptive response
rather than an analytical
one which can reach the
higher levels.
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Writing a long essay

Annotated example: essay plan
Assess the reasons for the growth in support for the Nazi party in the period from
1924 to 1933.
Opening paragraph: range of reasons — including
Hitler, weakness/inability of Weimar to deal with
problems — but support really grows with rising
unemployment in Depression, which suggests it
is the most important reason.
1. Rise in unemployment — Nazi support grows
with rising unemployment, had not done well
1924–9 when lower unemployment. Nazis
offer solution, appeals to those who lost jobs
and paramilitary gives sense of belonging.
Seats in Reichstag vs unemployment. Most
important reason.
2. Failure of the Republic — government unable
to agree policy on unemployment benefit so
appears weak, encourages people to look for
alternatives — link to 1.
3. Leadership of Hitler — appeal, image and
ability as orator, portrayed as the superman
to solve problems and restore pride. Compare
with Weimar politicians. Hitler at centre of
propaganda. Link to 2.

No real link could be
developed from this to
failure of Weimar to deal
with threat.
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4. Reorganisation of Nazi party — recovery
1923–4 allows Nazis to take advantage of 1
and 2, use Hitler’s abilities in 3. Local leaders
well trained and disciplined.
5. Fear of communism — fear Germany
develop as USSR, Nazis play on this, disrupt
communist meetings and then restore order
claiming only party who could. Win support
of businessmen and middle class who fear
communism.

Use of the word ‘suggests’;
sets out line of argument
likely to be followed.

Importance of factor
explained, with list
of reasons why it is
important (rather than
just a list of facts). Clear
argument shown with
most important reason.
Explanation, but also
link shown which will be
developed/explained in
the essay.

Explanation and further
awareness of link.

Links between factors are
further developed.
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